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Dear CBS family,

Warm greetings and Ramadan

Kareem! The Holy month of

Ramadan was welcomed with a

heart filled with peace, harmony,

and joy!

Kudos to our students who are fasting yet diligently completing

their assignments and studying well for their quizzes and tests.

Healthy Living was a highlight of this

month where we encouraged the

children to eat healthy food, exercise,

and drink lots of water as we

approach the summer season.

Research has shown that students

are able to learn better when they're

well-nourished. Eating healthy meals

has been linked to better grades,

improved memory and alertness, and

faster information processing.

On-Demand writing ï A timed

assessment that evaluates the

students' writing skills; so, they

mould to be better thinkers,

writers, and orators.

The students are trained to tap their creative abilities to

organize their thoughts using different graphic organizers and

then sequentially pen their stories.

The writing can take various forms, such as ï narrative,

persuasive or informative, and thus targeted to a specific

audience.
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Abdullah Hamad SK1

CBS Little Artists

Mohammad Abdulrahman SK2
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Bibi Ebrahim SK1

CBS Little Artists

KonouzNawaf SK2

Fawaz Athbi SK1
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Dhuha Ahmad 2A
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Al Zain Saad 2B
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Bader Adel 2A

Grade 2 Writing 

Al Zain Nassar 2B
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Othman Mohammad 2C

Jouri Abdullah 2D
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Nourah Ayyadh Al Mutairi 4A

What if I found out Ms. Mary is an Alien? 

One day I woke up, got ready and went to school. When I entered the

classroom, I was surprised to see that no one was there. I took my

phone. It was Sunday at 7:30am. It is not the weekend I thought. I was

confused. I heard a weird sound saying, ñI am coming for you.òI was

scared, so I looked around me and it was the school Principal ïMs.

Mary! I screamed in fear. ñWhy are you an alien?òI asked. ñI am not a

human; I am an alien. I was simply scared to tell you that I am from

outer space, so I captured all the students and teachers to tell them

the truth,òshe replied. She grabbed me and took me to a room full of

students and teachers. Then, my eyes opened, and I found myself in

my bed. It was all a bad dream! Phew!

Ghaliah Issa Jabir 4A

What is the school Principal was an alien? 

An alien came from outer space and turned Ms. Mary into an alien!

The alien Ms. Mary was so cool. She allowed us everything that was

forbidden on the school premises. We got to use our iPads and mobile

phones. We also got to take naps and play games. We did not get to

study at all. We could also eat chips, candy, chocolate, and cakes. It

was so much fun! We also got to go home early too. The next day was

a blast off. We did P.E. every day and had field trips every Thursday.

We also went with the alien Principal to outer space. I do wish for real

we had an alien Principal. The end. No, it is a joke ïI fooled you!

Anywaysélet us end it.

The end.
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Abdulaziz Mohammad 4B

What if the school Principal was an alien? 

One time, I went to Ms. Maryôs office to recite the Quran. When I entered, I

heard her saying to me in a nasty voice ñWhat are you doing here?!òThe

voice was nasty and angry. I did not know how to react, but it was scary. I

began to shake, and I replied ñI-I-I-I-Iôm sorry.òShe told me to come closer

and take a seat. She was patting the chair to show me that I should sit. She

offered the microphone to me. Her skin became green. I told myself not to

worry, and that everything would be okay. I began to recite the Quran. The

classes heard me. Their faces changed. They all rushed to Ms. Maryôs

office. Ms. Mary saw them all. A spaceship came from the sky. The roof

broke off. A long string came from her head and her face was dark green.

She teleported to the ship, and she vanished. She went to China with Mr.

Peter, and I lived happily ever after!

Bani Bnanyan 4B

What if I found out Ms. Mary is an alien? 

One Tuesday morning, I was as usual getting ready for school. I ate cereal

and got in my momôs car. When I went to school, I ran to my class, because

I was four minutes late and I had one minute left. I looked left into our

principalôs office. Ms. Mary was there, but there was something that looked

like an alien. I could not think about it because I was rushing to class.

When I got to my class, I was not really thinking about it.

I did the usual in school. I was kind of late for the announcements and I am

on the student council. I needed to say the quote of the day, but instead,

another Student council member said that we did not have to do it today

because our language teacher did it.

I finished school and played a little with my friend Abdullah Ebrahim and

then I slept. The next morning, I was early and went to Ms. Maryôs office

and I saw an alien saying to Ms. Mary ñGive up your school to us.òMs.

Mary replied ñNever!òThen, I saw a weapon on the ground. I took it and

shot the alien. It teleported the alien back to his home planet. I saved Ms.

Mary and our school from the alien attack.

The end.
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Reem Hussin

Gr10A

Fares Farhan              

Gr8A-B

Malak Naser                  
Gr 8A-A
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Bader Fahed
Gr 10A 
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Ahmed Hamad 

Gr12B

Abdullah Ali                      

Gr12A
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Abdullah Ali                     

Gr11A

Sarah Hamad                

Gr4A

Art Corner
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Yousef Ahmed                
Gr 4C

RateelAdel                             

Gr 4A

LoulwaRashed        
Gr4A
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HaneenAbdulaziz
Gr4A

Art Corner


